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Abstract
The Chinese word yiwei is widely used in both written and oral communication. When it comes to it, the
first English counterpart that springs up in many people’s mind is “think”. In fact, it is not always the case.
Yiwei has different connotations and meanings under different contexts. In addition, as a masterpiece of
traditional Chinese culture, A Dream of Red Mansions owns highly history and culture value and the author
uses yiwei in different situations in this novel, which provide enough corpus for the current study. Meanwhile,
the rapid development of the corpus approach has provided a great convenience for translation studies.
Based on the above backgrounds, this paper mainly explores English translation of Chinese verb yiwei of A
Dream of Red Mansions translated by Yang Xianyi and Glaydis aiming to provide more choices for
translators or interpreters in their practices.
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Chapter Ⅰ: Introduction
A Dream of Red Mansions, one of the Four Classical Novels in Chinese literature, is a novel with world
influence, a masterpiece of Chinese classical novels recognized by the world, an encyclopedia of Chinese
feudal society, and an epitome of traditional culture. Due to its extraordinary artistic achievements and
profound ideological deposits, the academic circles have developed a special field of knowledge— redology
since the 20th century. A Dream of Red Mansions embraces many different aspects of traditional Chinese
culture including architecture, food and clothing. On the basis of this, the English translation of A Dream of
Red Mansions is a significant part of making the world know Chinese culture better.
The corpus approach refers to a research method that proposes relevant theoretical hypotheses and then
verifies or falsifies them through analyzing a certain corpus and relevant statistical data. Its characteristics
are mainly manifested in the combination of data analysis and qualitative research based on the observation
and analysis of a large number of natural language (Laviosa, 2002). As the corpus-based translation studies
have been developing rapidly in recent years, a systematic research paradigm has been formulated which is
characterized by the combination of empirical, bottom-up and top-down approaches as well as the emphasis
on multi-level description and multi-perspective interpretation (Hu, 2012). In addition, utilizing the corpus
approach to describe the features of large-scale translation corpus or bilingual corpus, scholars have carried
out research on revealing the linguistic features of translation, the translator’s style, the collocation patterns
of translation language. This has broadened the scope of translation studies and deepened the content of
translation studies to a large extent(Hu, 2012).
To sum up, the present study aims at studying the English translation of A Dream of Red Mansions
under the background of corpus approach becoming increasingly important in translation studies.
Specifically, the present study focuses on the translation of Chinese verb yiwei in the masterpiece to provide
more choices for translators or interpreters in their practices.
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Chapter Ⅱ: Literature review
In recent years, more and more people begin to pay attention to excellent traditional Chinese culture. As
a typical masterpiece of traditional culture, A Dream of Red Mansions has attracted many scholars attention.
At present, the research on the translation of A Dream of Red Mansions mainly focuses on the following
aspects:
First, the translation of salutation, poetry and idioms in A Dream of Red Mansions has drawn greater
attention. Wang (2019) gave a study on the translation of idioms from the perspective of cognitive linguistics;
Liu et al. (2018) studied the English translation of idioms from a cross-cultural perspective; Chen (2017)
studied the English translation of poetry; Zhang et al. (2013) studied the English translation of idioms about
eating.
Second, the criticism and appreciation of different English translations of A Dream of Red Mansions is
also a hot topic in this field. Scholars have paid their attention to the following translation versions: H.B.
Joly’s English translation (Ji, 2019), Davis’s English Translation (Wang, 2018), Lin Yutang’s English
translation (Zhang, 2015), David Hawkes’ English translation (Wang, et al., 2017) etc.
Third, scholars have studied translation of different cultural elements appeared in A Dream of Red
Mansions, such as clothing culture (Zhang, 2014), traditional Chinese medicine culture (Wang, 2014),
neutral culture (Peng, 2012), Chinese jade culture (Zhao, 2012), Chinese dragon culture (Peng, 2011), etc.
Fourth, the English translation of rhetorical language in A Dream of Red Mansions has also received
attention. Feng (2012) studied the rhetoric in the title of the book and its English translation; meanwhile, the
colloquial rhetoric and its English translation was also explored by Feng (2014). Besides, Wang (2010)
focused on the English translation of puns in dialogues.
Fifth, scholars also explore the translation of specific words or phrases in A Dream of Red Mansions.
For example, Zhao’s (2014) study focused on the English translation of the structure of “mang XX”. It is
found that the translation of the structure “mangXX” has taken different translation strategies (conversion,
omission etc) in Yang’s and Hawkes’ translation because of the distinctions of the subjectivity of the
translators; Zu’s (2010) research discussed the English translation of “woxiang”. According to it, semantic
prosody conflict of the translated text may be caused on account of the difference of the language
proficiency of the translator, the influence that the original text has made towards the translation and the
choice of the translation strategies.
Existing research on Chinese verb yiwei mainly focuses on its formation and subdivision. For example,
Nie et al. (2017)explored the origin of the verb yiwei; Chen (2016) probed into the formation of yiwei; Chen
(2011) studied the verb yiwei and yiwei sentence from multiple perspectives. These research mentioned
above has given us a further understanding of yiwei in Chinese. However, studies of the English translation
of yiwei are very rare except for Weng and Wang’s (2019) research on the subjectivity of the English
translation of yiwei based on the parallel corpus. According to Weng and Wang’s study, it is found that: (1)
when translating yiwei, the translator primarily choose English word “think”; (2) the translator did not
choose the same word to translate yiwei, but choose different verbs according to different contexts; (3) the
translator also use different phrases to conduct equivalent conversion towards the original text.
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Based on the above analysis, it is found that although abundant achievements have been made in the
study of English translation of A Dream of Red Mansions, there is still much room for improvements in the
translation of Chinese verb yiwei. Therefore, the present study aims at exploring the English translation of
yiwei in A Dream of Red Mansions. Specifically, there are three research questions. First, what are the
pragmatic features of yiwei in Chinese? Second, what are the characteristics of yiwei in A Dream of Red
Mansions? Third, what are the translation strategies of yiwei in A Dream of Red Mansions?
Chapter Ⅲ: Analysis of the pragmatic features of yiwei
Yiwei, a Chinese phrase that is widely used in both written and oral communication, can be encountered
quite often in Chinese literature works. According to Ancient Chinese Dictionary, yiwei has two meanings.
First, it means “renwei”, which is equal to the English word “think”. Second, it refers to
“as/for/take....as/for”, while Eight Hundred Words in Modern Chinese interprets it as “to make a certain
judgment about someone or something” or “think”. According to Chen (2011), in Northern and Southern
Dynasties, yiwei had had the meaning of “renwei”, representing the opinion of the speaker, and from then on,
it had been used widely all the time. Thus, this kind of usage of yiwei in ancient Chinese has been consistent
with the usage of yiwei in modern Chinese verbs. Considering what have been given by the above two
dictionaries, and according to the previous study, “think” is accepted as the general interpretation of yiwei.
However, abundant facts in natural language make it clear that yiwei has two different meanings when
it is pragmatically used. First, yiwei means the speaker gives a certain opinion on a person or thing and
makes a clear judgment, and in this case it is equal to “think”, which is denoted as yiwei1. Second, yiwei
means the speaker makes a subjective judgment that is inconsistent with or contrary to the expectation (i.e.
negative judgement), which is denoted as yiwei2. Because of the role of context, this kind of usage has come
into being and been in line with the usage of yiwei in modern Chinese (i.e. yiwei2) since the Northern and
Southern Dynasties (Chen, 2011; Weng et al., 2019). Here are examples to specify the two meanings of
yiwei1.
Example One: 我以为容忍原则也应该是一切正常的科学学术活动的一般规范。（米加宁《谈
“容忍原则”》 ）
I think the principle of tolerance should also be the general norm of all normal
scientific and academic activities. (On “The Principle of Tolerance” by Mi Jianing)
Example Two: 我很激动，流了泪，以为后会无期，不想今日在农业战线上我们师生又会面了，
而且…… （田作文《老师来敲门》）
I was so excited that I shed tears. I had thought that we would never meet again, I
was so surprised that we met again on the agricultural front, and... ( The Teacher
Knocks at the Door by Tian Zuowen)
In the first example sentence, yiwei means the speaker makes a definite judgment, and it can be
replaced by “think”. In the second example sentence, yiwei refers to a judgment that is inconsistent with the
fact that “We will never ever meet again”. It presupposes another judgment on the contrary, i.e. “We will
1

The following Example 1-2 are the corpora from the www.cncorpus.org, which is an online corpus website integrating modern Chinese,
ancient Chinese and words index.
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meet again”. In this case, yiwei represents the second meaning, which is different from English word
“think”.
Combining the interpretations of yiwei listed on authoritative dictionaries and scholars’ detailed
exposition of yiwei with persuasive linguistic facts, three basic usages of the Chinese verb yiwei can be
revealed: first, yiwei can be followed by a definite or certain judgment of someone or something, in which
case it is equivalent to the English word “think”; second, yiwei refers to a judgment that is inconsistent with
or contrary to the facts; third, yiwei means “as/for/take....as/for...” in ancient Chinese.
Chapter Ⅳ: Analysis of the use of yiwei in A Dream of Red Mansions
4.1 The overall use of yiwei in the source text
Based on the Chinese-English parallel corpus of A Dream of Red Mansions2 established by Shaoxing
University, the present study sorts out the usage of the verb yiwei in the original Chinese version of A Dream
of Red Mansions. Since the present study mainly discusses Yang Xianyi and Glaydis’ English translation
(hereinafter referred to as Yang’s translation) of the masterpiece, it mainly selects the use of yiwei in the
Chinese source text of Yang’s translation in the parallel corpus.
Results show that there are 40 concordances containing the Chinese verb yiwei in A Dream of Red
Mansions, and they cover three usages of yiwei, i.e. yiwei1, yiwei2 and fixed expressions with yiwei. Table 1
shows the percentage of each usage, all together revealing the overall use of this verb.
Table 1 The overall use of yiwei in the source text of A Dream of Red Mansions
Type
Counts
Frequency

Verb
yiwei1

yiwei2

15
37%

18
45%

Fixed Expressions

In total

7
18%

40
100%

As can be seen from Table 1, yiwei2 appears most frequently in A Dream of Red Mansions, yiwei1 comes
second and the frequency of fixed expressions is the lowest.
4.2 The usage analysis of yiwei1
Table 2 lists all the concordances containing the usage of yiwei1, from which it can be found that yiwei1
in A Dream of Red Mansions indeed is used to give a certain opinion or make a judgment consistent with the
facts. For example, in the first concordance sentence listed in Table 1, yiwei is equal to the English word
“think”, and the meaning of the whole sentence is “What do you think, master?” For the sixth concordance
sentence, yiwei is used to refer to the second sister’s opinion towards Jia Lian, which is also equal to the
English word “think”.

2

http://corpus.usx.edu.cn/hongloumeng/search.asp
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Table 2 The usage of yiwei1
Number

Concordance

Translation

1

我师以为何如?

“What do you say, master?”

2

故此人以为喜之时，他反以为悲。

For this reason she grieved over what
others enjoyed

3

宝玉听了，以为奇特，少站片时，果见 Baoyu waited, mystified, until Jia Qiang
贾蔷从外头来了，手里提着个雀儿笼子， arrived with a bird-cage containing a bird
上面扎着小戏台，并一个雀儿，兴头头 and a miniature stage. He strode in
cheerfully, eager to see Lingguan.
往里走，找龄官。

4

These women had all exulted secretly at
众人先听见李纨独办，各各心中暗喜， the news that Li Wan was to be in sole
以为李纨素日原是个厚道多恩无罚的， charge, thinking her too kind-hearted to
punish anyone, and obviously much
自然比凤姐好搪塞。
easier to impose on than Xifeng.

5

It always comes as a surprise. On the
other hand, if the Old Man of the Moon
这一件事都是出人意料之外，凭你父母
doesn’t do his part, even if the parents on
本人都愿意了，或是年年在一处的，以
both sides are willing and the young
为是定了的亲事，若月下老人不用红线
people have been brought up together
拴的，再不能到一处。
and think themselves destined for each
other, they'll never be united.

6

But Second Sister had an affectionate
无奈二姐倒是个多情人，以为贾琏是终
disposition. To her, Jia Lian was her lord
身之主了，凡事倒还知疼着痒的。
and master for life, she doted on him.

7

二姐与尤老听了，亦以为然。

8

Second Sister and old Mrs. You thought
he had guessed right.
But Xichun although young had a will of
谁知惜春虽然年幼，却天生成一种百折 her own and was most uncompromising
不回的、廉介孤独僻性，任人怎说，她 and eccentric. However hard they
只以为丢了她的体面，咬定牙断乎不肯。 pleaded, she was adamant as she felt the
maid had disgraced her.
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9

However, when she tried to execute it, he
behaved just as properly as the previous
及至见了薛蝌，仍是昨晚光景，并无邪 night. All she could do was act as if
僻，自己只得以假为真，端了碟子回来， really affronted and take the dishes back.
却故意留下酒壶，以为再来搭转之地。 She deliberately left the wine-pot,
though, to provide an excuse for
returning.

10

于是自己心里倒以为希有之奇。

11

此时心无主意，自己反以为是梦中了， At a loss, he thought he must be
dreaming and stood there in a daze.
呆呆的只管站着。

12

宝玉听了，更以为实。

Considering
miracle.

this,

indeed,

quite

a

This confirmed Baoyu’s belief.
Now Baoyu in his contrition wanted to
set Baochai’s mind at rest, while she, for

13

14

15

一则宝玉抱歉，欲安宝钗之心；二则宝
fear lest longing might drive him
钗恐宝玉思郁成疾，不如稍示柔情，使
distracted, thought it best to show
得亲近，以为移花接木之计。
affection to win him over to take Daiyu’s
place in his heart.
Now the sight of Zhen Baoyu had
且说贾宝玉见了甄宝玉，想到梦中之景，
reminded Baoyu of his dream. Sure that
并且素知甄宝玉为人，必是和他同心，
they must share the same views, he felt
以为得了知己。
he had found a friend after his own heart.

林妹妹才在背后以为是我撒谎就羞我。

But just now cousin Daiyu, sitting at the
back, drew a finger across her cheek to
shame me because she thought I was
fibbing.

4.3 The Usage Analysis of yiwei2
Table 3 lists all the concordances containing the usage of yiwei2. As can be seen from table 3, the
author prefers to use the structures of “信以为...” to convey the implied meaning of yiwei2. And the structure
of “信以为...”appears most frequently, in total 7 times, meanwhile, there are 3 “自以为...”cases. In addition,
the structure of “自以为...” uses the resumptive pronouns “zi” to emphasize the judgement is inconsistent
with the facts.
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Table 3 The usage of yiwei2
Number Concordance

Translation

1

宝玉听了信以为真，方把酥酪丢
开，取栗子来，自向灯前检剥。一
面见众人不在房中，乃笑问袭人
道 :“ 今 儿 那 个 穿 红 的 是 你 什 么
人？”

2

but he believed her, and on his return to his room he
宝玉信以为真，回至房中，盘算了 spent the whole night thinking the matter over.
一夜。

3

Yuanyang smiled to see that the old woman thought
鸳鸯见他信以为真，便笑着仍与他 her in earnest. Replacing the ingots she said, “I was
装上，说道:“哄你玩呢，我有好些 only teasing. I’ve plenty of these.”
呢。”

4

贾母等听了，都信以为真，说:“这 The Lady Dowager and the others believed her story.
“How monstrous!” exclaimed the old lady.
还了得!”

5

袭人等以他年老多知，所以请他来 Xiren had asked the nurse to have a look because she
看，如今见他这般一说，都信以为 respected her age and experience. So now her words
实，也都哭起来。
carried conviction. They all started sobbing.

6

王夫人信以为实，忙说：“阿弥陀 “Amida Buddha! Don’t trouble!” exclaimed Lady
佛!”
Wang, quite taken in by this.

7

惜春也信以为实，不便再问。

8

他听如此说，方才略解些，自以为 She perked up a bit then, believing that she’d soon
have a place where she belonged.
从此得所。

9

Then it occurred to him, “Jingui has never shown the
忽又一转念：“那金桂素性为人毫 least sense of propriety. When the fancy takes her she
无闺阁理法，况且有时高兴，打扮 gets herself up like a vamp, preening herself on her
的妖调非常，自以为美，又怎么不 beauty; so for all I know she may have designs on me.”
是怀着坏心呢”

14

Taking this for the truth, Baoyu thought no more of
the matter but started peeling chestnuts by the lamp.
And since the others had left he asked with a smile,
“who was that girl in red this afternoon? ”

Xichun, thinking this the truth, did not press the
point.
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更有一种可笑的，肚子里原没有 While the most ludicrous ones are written by
什么，东拉西扯，弄的牛鬼蛇神， ignoramuses who drag in this, that and the other to
还自以为博奥。
make up a monstrous mishmash, yet boast of their
erudition.

11

人命官司，他竟视为儿戏，以为 To him a murder charge was just a trifle which could
花上几个臭钱，无有不了的。
easily be settled with some filthy lucre.

12

贾瑞听了，喜之不尽，忙忙的告 Hardly able to contain himself for joy, the young man
辞而去，心内以为得手。
hurried off, convinced he would have his desire.

13

若目今以为荣华不绝，不思后日， It would be very short-sighted not to take thought for
终非长策。
the future in the belief that our present good fortune
will last for ever.

14

Were they like newly rich upstarts who throw money
about like dirt and, having painted their mansion
crimson, put up huge inscriptions such as “Green
willows with golden locks before the gate, Blue hills
like embroidered screens behind the house,” fancying
these the height of elegance? Could that be the way of
the Jia family described in this Tale of the Stone?

15

16

真似暴发新荣之家，滥使银钱，
一味抹油涂朱毕，则大书“前门绿
柳垂金锁，后户青山列锦屏”之类，
则以为大雅可观，岂《石头记》
中通部所表之宁、荣贾府所为哉！

Baoyu had in fact fancied that he had already attained
宝玉自己以为觉悟，不想忽被黛 enlightenment, but now that he had been floored by
玉一问，便不能答;宝钗又比出“语 Daiyu, and Baochai had quoted Buddhist lore that he
录”来，此皆素不见他们能者。
had never suspected her of knowing.

王善保家的因素日进园去，那些
丫鬟们不大趋奉他，他心里不大
自在，要寻他们的事故又寻不着，
恰好生出这样事来，以为得了把
柄。

Now Wang Shanbao’s wife, disgruntled by the lack of
respect shown her by the maids in the Garden, had long
been looking---unsuccessfully---for some grounds to
fault them. To her mind, this pouch provided a handle
against them.

17

薛蝌始而以为金桂为薛蟠之事，或 At first Xue Ke had believed that Jingui had sent him
者真是不过意，备此酒果给自己道 these things out of gratitude for his services to Xue
乏，也是有的。
Pan.

18

In the happy belief that he was to marry Daiyu,
宝玉认以为真，心里大乐，精神便
Baoyu’s health improved, though he still talked
觉的好些，只是语言总有些疯傻。
foolishly.
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4.4 The fixed expressions usage analysis of yiwei
Table 4 displays all concordances of fixed expressions of yiwei, from which it can be found that yiwei
does not refer to give a judgment towards something or someone. In the first concordance sentence, “驱丰隆
以为比从兮” means “Let the god of cloud accompany you as a servant!” Here, yiwei is an ellipsis of the
ancient Chinese expression “以之为”, referring to “take...as/for...” The second sentence “纫蘅杜以为纕
耶?” means “Do you make heng du as a wear?” Here, yiwei also refers to “take...as/for... The meaning of
yiwei in the next five concordance sentences is the same as above.
Table 4 Fixed expressions of yiwei

Number

Concordance

1

驱丰隆以为比从兮，望舒月 Are you escorted by the God of Clouds,
Approaching with the Courier God of the Moon?
以离耶？

2

闻馥郁而蔼然兮，纫蘅杜以 I smell a subtle fragrance —Are you wearing
scented herbs?
为纕耶？

3

炫裙裾之烁烁兮，镂明月以 Sparkling the light from your skirt —Have you
为珰耶？
carved the bright moon for your pendant?

4

文瓟匏以为觯斝兮，漉醽醁 And pour you osmanthus wine. In goblets of
gourds.
以浮桂醑耶？

5

宝玉一见了锹、镢、锄、犁
等物，皆以为奇。

Translation

1and was thoroughly intrigued by the spades,
picks, hoes and ploughs, although quite ignorant
of their names and uses.

6

Baochai and Daiyu, being used to a barbecue,
那边宝钗、黛玉平素看惯了，
were not surprised by this; but to Baoqin and Li
不以为异。
Wan's aunt it seemed very strange.

7

他以为乐。

16

She delighted in keeping them on a string like this.
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Chapter Ⅴ: Analysis of translation strategies of yiwei in A Dream of Red Mansions
5.1 The profile of Yang’s translation of the three usages of yiwei in A Dream of Red Mansions
Table 5 lists Yang’s translation of the three usages of yiwei in A Dream of Red Mansions. From this table
it can be found that there are both similarities and differences in terms of translating the three usages of
yiwei in Yang’s version.
Table 5 Profile of Yang’s translation of the three usages of yiwei
Usage

yiwei1

yiwei2

Translation

Frequency

think

6

feel

2

say

1

consider

1

confirm

1

To sb

1

believe

4
2
2
1

In the belief that
Fancy
to sb

Usage

yiwei 2

Translation

Frequency

convince

1

take this for the truth

1

think sb in earnest

1

taken in by this

1

carried conviction

1

to one’s mind

1

think this the truth

1

Are you escorted by the God of Clouds,

1

Have you carved the bright moon for your pendant?

1

was thoroughly intrigued by the spades, picks, hoes and
1
ploughs,
Fixed expressions

were not surprised by this

1

She delighted in keeping them on a string like this.

1
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1

Baoyu waited, mystified, until Jia Qiang arrived with a
1
bird-cage containing a bird and a miniature stage.
Omission

... yet boast of their erudition!

1

When the fancy takes her she gets herself up like a vamp,
1
preening herself on her beauty
.... to provide an excuse for returning.

1

Are you wearing scented herbs?

1

And pour you osmanthus wine

1

5.1.1 The differences in Yang’s translation of the three usages of yiwei
First, Yang prefers the English word “think” in translating yiwei1 because “think” appears 6 times,
making it the frequently chosen word. However, this English word “think” is seldom used in translating
yiwei2 and the fixed expressions containing yiwei. The truth is that “think” in English is not as polysemous
as yiwei in Chinese because it usually refers to a point of view and cannot be followed by an argument
contrary to the proposed view as yiwei2 does.
Second, Yang has taken different ways to conduct equivalent conversion towards the original text
according to the concrete context when translating yiwei. Specifically, Yang primarily chooses the English
verb “think” when translating yiwei1, but at the same time, other verbs which can convey the meaning of the
source text in the context are also chosen such as “feel”, “consider”, “confirm” etc.
When it comes to translating yiwei2, Yang tends to make use of different phrases to make equivalent
conversion to the original text. As can be seen from table 5, there are 8 cases.
As for the translation of fixed expressions containing yiwei, Yang usually relies on different prepositions
to effectively compensate the semantic information and make the translation in line with the meaning of the
original text to the utmost extent. See Example 3-5.
Example 3:炫裙裾之烁烁兮，镂明月以为珰耶？
Sparkling the light from your skirt —Have you carved the bright moon for your
pendant?
Example 4:驱丰隆以为比从兮，望舒月以离耶？
Are you escorted by the God of Clouds, Approaching with the Courier God of the
Moon?”
Example 5:那边宝钗、黛玉平素看惯了，不以为异，宝琴等及李婢深为罕事。
Baochai and Daiyu, being used to a barbecue, were not surprised by this; but to Baoqin
and Li Wan’s aunt it seemed very strange.
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In the above example sentences, Yang tends to use the prepositions “for, by” to convey the meaning of
yiwei in ancient Chinese. In the third example sentence, Yang uses “for” to represent the meaning of yiwei,
and in Example four and five, Yang employs “by” to effectively compensate the semantic information.
5.1.2 The similarities in Yang’s translation of the three usages of yiwei
In terms of the similarities, it is found that for the translation of yiwei1, yiwei2 and the fixed expressions
of yiwei, Yang does not translate yiwei in some sentences on the condition that there is no semantic loss of
the original text. As can be seen from table 5, there are 7 cases in which Yang does not translate yiwei. Here
are the specific examples:.
Example 6:宝玉听了，以为奇特，少站片时，果见贾蔷从外头来了，手里提着个雀儿笼子，上
面扎着小戏台，并一个雀儿，兴头头往里走，找龄官。
Baoyu waited, mystified, until Jia Qiang arrived with a bird-cage containing a bird and a
miniature stage. He strode in cheerfully, eager to see Lingguan.
Example 7:更有一种可笑的，肚子里原没有什么，东拉西扯，弄的牛鬼蛇神，还自以为博奥。
while the most ludicrous ones are written by ignoramuses who drag in this, that and the
other to make up a monstrous mishmash, yet boast of their erudition.
Example 8: 闻馥郁而蔼然兮，纫蘅杜以为纕耶？
I smell a subtle fragrance —Are you wearing scented herbs?
In the above example sentences, when conducts translating, Yang omits the verb yiwei on the basis of
respecting the meaning of the source text, which does not lead to the loss of meaning expressed in the
original text, but makes the expression of the translated version more authentic.
5.2 The analysis of Yang’s strategies of translating yiwei in A Dream of Red Mansions
The translation of A Dream of Red Mansions takes foreignization as the main translation strategy.
Under the guidance of this strategy, Yang’s translation of yiwei mainly adopts literal translation, that is,
appropriate changes or conversions are allowed in the linguistic form (i.e., lexical and syntactic structure) so
as to make the translation conform to the lexical and syntactic norms of the target language in translating.
There are two main characteristics of literal translation: retaining the lexical meaning and rhetorical meaning
of the original text. The translation of yiwei1, yiwei2 as well as fixed expressions containing yiwei all use the
literal translation method.
Example 9: 二姐与尤老听了，亦以为然。
Second Sister and old Mrs. You thought he had guessed right.
Example 10: 宝玉自己以为觉悟，不想忽被黛玉一问，便不能答;宝钗又比出语录来，此皆素
不见他们能者。
Baoyu had in fact fancied that he had already attained enlightenment, but now that he
had been floored by Daiyu, and Baochai had quoted Buddhist lore that he had never
suspected her of knowing.
Example 11: 炫裙裾之烁烁兮，镂明月以为珰耶？
Sparkling the light from your skirt —Have you carved the bright moon for your
pendant?
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In Example 9, Yang renders yiwei1 into “thought”, which retains the meaning of yiwei in the source text.
In Example 10, Yang translates yiwei2 into “had in fact fancied”, in which “had fancied” is a subjunctive
mood of the verb “fancy”, implying that the judgment is contrary to the fact in the past, here which refers to
Baoyu’s judgement is not consistent with the fact. Through adjustment of syntax, Yang retains the meaning
of yiwei2 in the source language text. Yiwei in the eleventh example sentence is an elliptic form of “以之为”
in ancient Chinese, which means “take...as/for...”. Here, in order to retain the meaning of yiwei in the
original text, Yang translates it into “for”, converting the Chinese verb yiwei into the preposition “for” in
English.
In addition, on the basis of literal translation, Yang also uses different translation techniques according
to different contexts, including omission, conversion and amplification. See Table 6.
Table 6 Profile of the translation techniques of yiwei in Yang’s translation
Translation
strategy

Concordance
For this reason she grieved over what others enjoyed.

Usage of yiwei

Counts

yiwei1

Baoyu waited, mystified, until Jia Qiang arrived with a
yiwei1
bird-cage containing a bird and a miniature stage.
... yet boast of their erudition.
Omission

When the fancy takes her she gets herself up like a
yiwei2
vamp, preening herself on her beauty
.... to provide an excuse for returning.
yiwei1
Are you wearing scented herbs?
And pour you osmanthus wine.
Have you carved the bright moon for your pendant?
Are you escorted by the God of Clouds?

Conversion

20

yiwei2

To her, Jia Lian was her lord and master for life, she
doted on him.
To him a murder charge was just a trifle which could
easily be settled with some filthy lucre.
1and was thoroughly intrigued by the spades, picks,
hoes and ploughs,
To her mind

7

fixed expression
fixed expression
fixed expression
fixed expression
yiwei1
yiwei2
fixed expression
yiwei2

6
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Taken in by this
She delighted in keeping them on a string like this.

yiwei2

were not surprised by this

fixed expression

thinking this the truth
Taking this for the truth
thought her in earnest

yiwei2
yiwei2
yiwei2

April 2022

fixed expression
6

5.2.1 Omission
Omission refers to the deletion of some words, sentences or paragraphs in the original text according to
the lexical, syntactic, semantic, rhetorical or stylistic needs of the target language or due to certain cultural
norms of the target language, so as to express the meaning of the original text more succinctly and smoothly
or to better achieve the specific translation purpose (Xiong, 2014). According to Mona Baker (1992), “if the
meaning conveyed by a particular item or expression is not vital enough to the development of the text,
translator can and often do simply omit translating the word or expression in question.”
As can be seen from table 5, there are 7 cases of omissions. Staying firmly on the source text to avoid
the loss of its semantic information, Yang takes omission translation method, deleting yiwei in part of the
source text and does not translate it directly. Here are the examples illustrate the point.
Example 12: 故此人以为喜之时，他反以为悲。
For this reason she grieved over what others enjoyed.
Example 13: 宝玉听了，以为奇特，少站片时，果见贾蔷从外头来了，手里提着个雀儿笼子，
上面扎着小戏台，并一个雀儿，兴头头往里走，找龄官。
Baoyu waited, mystified, until Jia Qiang arrived with a bird-cage containing a bird and a
miniature stage. He strode in cheerfully, eager to see Lingguan.
Example 14: 及至见了薛蝌，仍是昨晚光景，并无邪僻，自己只得以假为真，端了碟子回来，
却故意留下酒壶，以为再来搭转之地。
However, when she tried to execute it, he behaved just as properly as the previous night.
she could do was act as if really affronted and take the dishes back. She deliberately left
the wine-pot, though, to provide an excuse for returning.
In the above Example sentences of 12, 13 and 14, Yang does not translate yiwei, but directly translates
the content after yiwei, which does not cause loss to the whole sentence of the original text. On the contrary,
it enables the translation to express the ideological content of the original text more succinctly and smoothly,
thus achieving the purpose of translation.
5.2.2 Conversion
“Conversion” refers to the process of converting the linguistic units or structures of the original text
into linguistic units or structures with similar, corresponding or heterogeneous attributes in the target
language. Conversion may involve various levels of orthography, phonology, vocabulary, syntax, discourse,
rhetoric, semantics, pragmatics, and culture (Xiong, 2014). In A Dream of Red Mansions, conversion of
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yiwei is mainly at the lexical level. For example:
Example 15: 炫裙裾之烁烁兮，镂明月以为珰耶？
Sparkling the light from your skirt —Have you carved the bright moon for your
pendant?
Example 16: 驱丰隆以为比从兮，望舒月以离耶？
Are you escorted by the God of Clouds, Approaching with the Courier God of the
Moon?
Example 17: 无奈二姐倒是个多情人，以为贾琏是终身之主了，凡事倒还知疼着痒的。
But Second Sister had an affectionate disposition. To her, Jia Lian was her lord and
master for life, she doted on him.
Example 18: 人命官司，他竟视为儿戏，以为花上几个臭钱，无有不了的。
To him a murder charge was just a trifle which could easily be settled with some filthy
lucre.
In the above Examples 15 and 16, yiwei is an omission form of ancient Chinese “以之为”, referring to
take...as/for..., in which “yi” is a preposition, “wei”is a verb. In this translation, Yang uses the preposition
“for, by” to express the meaning of the verb “wei”, which is an obvious conversion from the verb to the
preposition. In Examples 17 and 18, yiwei is equal to the English word “think”, but Yang uses the
prepositional phrases “to her” and “to him” to express the meaning of the verb yiwei, which is also an
obvious conversion from the verb to the preposition.
5.2.3 Amplification
“Amplification” refers to the addition of certain words, sentences or paragraphs in the translation
according to the needs of the target language’s morphology, syntax, semantics, rhetoric, or due to certain
cultural norms of the target language, which aims to better express the ideological content of the original
text, or to realize the specific translation purpose (Xiong Bing, 2014). Here are the specific examples.
Example 19: 谁知这尤三姐天生的脾气不堪，自己仗着风流标致，偏要打扮的出色，另式作出
许多万人不及的淫情浪态来，哄的男子们垂涎落魂，欲近不能，欲远不舍，迷离
颠倒，他以为乐。
Third Sister was in fact a born eccentric. Being good-looking and romantic, she liked to
dress strikingly and behave more lasciviously and seductively than all other girls to
infatuate men until they were fairly drooling, unable either to approach her or stay away.
She delighted in keeping them on a string like this.
Example 20: 那边宝钗、黛玉平素看惯了，不以为异，宝琴等及李婢深为罕事。
Baochai and Daiyu, being used to a barbecue, were not surprised by this; but to Baoqin
and Li Wan’s aunt it seemed very strange.
Example 21: 惜春也信以为实，不便再问。
Xichun, thinking this the truth, did not press the point.
Example 22: 宝玉听了信以为真，方把酥酪丢开，取栗子来，自向灯前检剥。一面见众人不在
房中，乃笑问袭人道:“今儿那个穿红的是你什么人？”
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Taking this for the truth, Baoyu thought no more of the matter but started peeling
chestnuts by the lamp. And since the others had left he asked with a smile, “who was that
girl in red this afternoon?”
In Example 19, “她以为乐” means “她把...当作快乐”. In order to avoid loss in the translation of the
meaning expressed in the source text, the translator adds “in” after “keeping them on a string like this” to
make the translation more accurate and express the meaning of the source text concretely. In Examples 20,
21 and 22, Yang makes the translation more specific and fluent, and at the same time accurately conveys the
meaning of the source text by amplifying the pronoun “this”.
Chapter Ⅵ: Conclusion
The present study explores the English translation of the Chinese verb yiwei in A Dream of Red
Mansions based on the Chinese-English parallel corpus. According to the present study, yiwei is of different
usages, yiwei1, yiwei2 and fixed expressions. It is signified that Chinese verb yiwei has multiple usages. And
the translation of yiwei in A Dream of Red Mansions generally adopts the strategy of foreignization, taking
literal translation method, and employs concrete translation techniques of omission, conversion and
amplification according to different contexts. Based on the above analysis, it is suggested that translators
and interpreters should understand the meaning of yiwei according to the specific contexts and choose
appropriate translation methods and translation techniques to avoid the loss of meaning of source text.
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